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Abstract: This paper presents the formal approach to 
computer models visualization problem based on usage of 
standard hardware and software facilities. There were 
introduced basic subtasks and solution algorithms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Visualization is one the important problems of 

computer modeling process. Visualization methods allow 
observing modeling results by representing mathematical 
abstractions with their graphical images. This increases 
effectivity of computer modeling usage.  

There are two different in essence approaches to the 
visualization problem – ray tracing [1] and rasterization 
[2]. The first one is oriented on producing photography 
quality images. This approach is widely used for physical 
processes modeling, when image is the main result of 
calculations thus requires the best quality. The second one 
is based on approximative methods. It is used in different 
kinds of interactive graphical systems. For dynamic 
models visualization, for example, accuracy is less 
important than performance of getting updated model 
image.  

Independently from the approach, there are no 
universal solutions for visualization problem. But there 
are a number of hardware and software facilities, which 
are oriented on solving of particular standard tasks. 
However on practical usage of these facilities some 
nontrivial problems arise. These problems are mainly 
connected with data organization and considerably 
influence on solution effectiveness.  

In this paper we offer the approach based on 
approximative methods, in which frames it is possible to 
solve data organization and process optimization tasks in 
an effective way. 

2. PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
Now lets examine computer models visualization 

problem and the general solution scheme. For these needs 
some notions and definitions will be introduced. 

The modeling object is the objective reality. Its 
separated and closed part is called scene. Main scene’s 
element is an object, which consists of determined set of 
attributes. We will say, that two-dimensional image is a 
frame, if it describes the scene state at the given moment 
of time. Object presentation algorithms are called 
visualization effects. 

The problem of visualization consists of preparing a 
sequence of frames that represent the changes in the given 
scene. In the case of dynamic models, the main problem is 
the performance of frame building process. And this 
introduces strict limitations for visualization algorithms 
working time. 

The general visualization scheme can be represented 
in the following way: 

 
Fig.1 Visualization process scheme  

Lets mark out two main process stages. One of them is 
connected with initial model data preparation and 
formalization, the second one – with frames building, 
corresponding to scene states at the defined time 
moments. 

Now lets analyze each of this stages and the problems, 
that arise during frame building process using hardware 
and software facilities with a standard set of visualization 
methods. 

On the first stage it is necessary to describe the objects 
and structure them in the scene frames. Then we need to 
choose (or build) algorithms, that could represent the 
scene as two-dimensional raster image. For any given task 
first of all it is needed to bring initial model data into a 
state of required definitions. It means a “classic” problem-
to-method tuning approach. And generally it leads to the 
problem misrepresentation, because the usage of fixed 
visualization methods limits the structure, size and other 
task characteristics. Because of the features of the most 
practical visualization problems, this process is hardly 
automatable. And this negatively influences on the 
visualization results and the development costs.  

On the second stage it is necessary to formalize data to 
image translation process. The following components of 
hardware and software facilities are included (Fig.2) [3]: 

 
Fig.2 General frame building scheme 

Graphics hardware forms 2D image on the monitor 
screen. Driver, as a part of the operating system, unify the 
methods of hardware interactions. Render provides a set 
of data structures and instructions for frame building.  

Main problems on this stage come from the graphics 
hardware that is the source of limitations of the 
visualization process. It includes data sizes, data transfer 
speed, instruction execution performance, etc. In [3] it is 
shown, that frame building process speed essentially 
depends on the used data sizes, the count of render 
instruction calls and its state changes. 

Thus, frame building using hardware and software 
facilities with standard methods introduces two main 
problems: the problem of effective data representation 
and the problem of effective standard methods usage. 
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Now we will offer an approach, which helps to solve 
the mentioned problems. 

3. CANONIC VISUALIZATION TASK 
The following approach to the data organization 

problem is based on standardization of task description 
process. 

So, let there is a mathematic model M that represents 
some process or effect and consists of a set of abstract 
objects and a set of attributes. Attributes describe objects. 
Besides that, there is a collection of visual shapes of the 
objects. 

It is necessary to elaborate algorithms that can build 
2D image from visual shapes basing on abstract model 
objects. Such algorithms are called visualization effects. 

Let’s formalize the described task. 
Let },1,{ niOO i ==  - a set of M objects, 

},1,{ mjAA j ==  - a set of attributes, and describing 

objects from O, },1,{ lrWW r == - a collection of visual 

shapes, and },1,{ gkEE k == - a set of visualization 

effects. Then it is possible to represent the problem in the 
following form: 

>=< EWAOZ ,,,0
, where we need to build E set, by 

using defined O, A, W, and WAOE ®},{: . 
For the sake of visualization effects formalization it is 

necessary to introduce additional notions. 
 Let O – a set of objects of some visualization task Z. 

And every object is defined by a set of its 
attributes: },...,,{ 21
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AAAO = . For example: “apple” = 

{“surface geometry”, “color”, “location”} or “sun” = 
{“brightness”, “location”}. A subset of objects for which 
we will build visualization forms a scene, i.e. 

},...,,{ 21 nOOOS = . For example: S = {“apple”, “sun”}. 

Let E – a set of visualization effects of task Z. Lets 
take one of the effects Ek and examine scene objects. By 
definition, Ek introduces object description methods in 2D 
form. Let’s take all of the scene objects that can be 
visualized by Ek. 

Now we will introduce a predicate system for S 
objects. Let },...,,{ 21
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AAAA =  - some subset of A. 

Then any predicate can be defined in the following way:  
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where 
is OA Í  means, that As attributes present in Oi 

description. 
For example: P”geometry object”(O) = {1, if O includes 

attribute “surface geometry”; 0 otherwise} or P”light 

source”(O) = {1, if O includes attribute “brightness”; 0 
otherwise}. 

Using the predicate system, S objects are separated 
into subsets. These subsets are called classes. I.e. class is 
a subset of scene objects, containing only those objects, 
which are detected by some predicate: 

}1)({ =Î= isis OPSOC  

where 
sP  – some predicate for the scene objects. 

For example: C“geometry objects” = {Oi Î S|P”geometry 

object”(Oi) = 1} = { “apple” }, or C“light sources” = { Oi Î S | 
P”light source”(Oi) = 1 } = {“sun” }. 

Now let’s introduce one more notion: template – is an 
ordered set of classes of scene objects. 

),...,,( 21 qCCCT =  

For example: T = (C“geometry objects”, C“light sources” ). 
We will call visualization group of scene S and 

template T an ordered set of objects:  

),...,,( 21 qj OOOG = , qiCO ii ,1, =Î  

where ),...,,( 21 qCCCT = .  

For example: Gj = ( “apple”, “sun” ). 
Thus, taking into account above information, it is 

possible to represent visualization effect Ek as a triple:  

>=< EATPE ik ,},{  

where qiPi ,1, =  - predicates of classes
iC , 

),...,,( 21 qCCCT =  - effect’s template, and EA – 

algorithm of translation of visualization groups into their 
visual shapes:  

WGEA ®: . 

So the general scheme of effects building can be 
represented in the following way: 
Algorithm 1. 

1. Define task objects set and their attributes. 
2. Define objects for visualization, i.e. scene. 
3. Describe necessary visualization effects. 
4. For each visualization effect: 

- define a set of classes, by introducing their 
predicates; 

- define effect’s template; 
- describe the translation algorithm. 

We will say that visualization task is in canonical 
form, if it is defined as >=< ESZ , . It is easy to notice, 
that canonical form can be obtained for any visualization 
problem, by using described above Algorithm 1. 

Such task form allows us to unify the solution 
building process with the usage of hardware and software 
facilities.  

Further in the article we will consider that any 
visualization task is represented in its canonical form. 

4. FRAME BUILDING PROCESS OPTIMIZATION 
In general view, any hardware and software facility 

can be represented as a triple (render, driver, hardware) 
[3]. Here render is defined by a set of instructions that 
allow controlling frame building process, data structures 
and execution module. Render instruction set can be 
designated as },...,,{ 21 nIIIRI = , its data types 
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as },...,,{ 21 mTTTRT = , and execution module RE. Then 

formally render can be represented as: 

>=< RERIRTR ,,  

Let there is some visualization task >=< ESZ , . It is 
necessary to build a frame of scene },...,,{ 21 nOOOS = , 

for this purpose we need to describe scene objects in the 
terms of render data types RT, and also it is needed to 
build instruction sequence, corresponding to the set of 
effects E, and execute it with RE.  

Thus, the general scheme of working with render can 
be represented in such way: 

Fig.3 Standard scheme of render usage 

Now let’s analyze this process more detailed. 
Let Gj – visualization group of some effect Ek. Let’s 

consider that there is already an algorithm (provided by 
Ek) for Gj visualization. And this algorithm translates Gj 
objects attributes to a set of render data structures 

},...,,{ 21 vDDD , viRTDi ,1, =Î  and also it builds some 

instruction sequence ),...,,( 21 tFFF , tiRIFi ,1, =Î .  

The set of render instructions RI  can be separated into 
two non-intersecting subsets: state change instructions 
( RIRIS Ì ) and draw initiation instructions ( RIRID Ì ). 

In the simplest case, any instruction sequence has v 
elements for setting data sources viRTDi ,1, =Î  and one 

instruction for draw initiation. Thus, the sequence has 
1+= vt  elements. We’ll define such sequence as a 

pair ),( DrawSet , where ),...,( 1 vFFSet = ,
1+= vFDraw  and 

we’ll call it as a main draw pair. 
However for some visualization effects it can be not 

enough to build just one draw pair for Gj visualization. In 
this case it is necessary to use additional data and 
instruction sequence ),( DrawSet , which we will call as 
auxiliary draw pair. It is important to note, that auxiliary 
draw pairs should always be executed before 
corresponding main pair.  

For the whole scene, resulting instruction sequence 
can be represented as: 

)),(),...,,(),,(( 2211 NN DrawSetDrawSetDrawSetSeq =  

Thus, to build a frame of canonic task Z using render 
R, it is necessary to build data set }{ iD  and instruction 

sequence Seq.  
Then the general scheme of frame building algorithm 

can be described as follows: 
Algorithm 2. 

1. Preparation stage 
For scene S: 
1.1. Join simple objects into clusters; 

1.2. Disaggregate and fragmentize complex 
objects; 

1.3. If it is possible, prepare auxiliary effects data. 
2. Modeling and visualization stage 

2.1. Update dynamic object attributes. 
2.2. For every visualization effect Ek: 

- detect visible at the moment objects and 
their optimal representations; 

- form visualization groups and translate 
them into draw pairs; 

- build preliminary instruction sequence and 
optimize it; 

2.3. execute instruction sequence and get the frame 
2.4. Go to step 2.1. 

It is easy to see, that the process complexity is 
determined by three main parameters: used data 
size å= iDDs , draw sequence size SeqN =  and its 

internal characteristics. 
Thus, for the sake of improvement Algorithm 2 

effectiveness we need to minimize Ds and N, and build 
draw sequence with the minimum render state change 
penalty. 

The first problem can be solved, for example, by data 
decomposition and simplification [4], [5], the second one 
– by objects unification and visibility analysis [5], [6]. 
Draw sequence optimization is a typical schedule problem 
[7]. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper the problem of computer visualization 

was examined. On the base of standard approach analysis 
were detected typical problems that influence on 
effectiveness. And as the result we could formulate two 
basic subtasks: data organization task and the task of 
process optimization. 

In the frames of the first problem canonical task form 
was introduced. It allowed unifying frame building 
process and making it invariant relatively to particular 
visualization problems. 

Frames building process unification in its turn, 
allowed determining the factors that influence on its 
performance, and allowed to formulate corresponding 
optimization tasks. It was shown, that optimization can be 
reached by usage of decomposition, simplification, 
unification methods, and visibility analysis and schedule 
problem solution. 

And as the result we introduced the general computer 
models visualization algorithm. 
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